Observations of the continuum spectrum emitted by accretion disks around black holes allows us to infer their properties, including possibly whether black holes are described by the Kerr metric. Some modified gravity theories do not admit the Kerr metric as a solution, and thus, continuum spectrum observations could be used to constrain these theories. We here investigate whether current and next generation X-Ray observations of the black hole continuum spectrum can constrain such deviations from Einstein's theory, focusing on two wellmotivated modified quadratic gravity theories: dynamical Chern-Simons gravity and Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet gravity. We do so by determining whether the non-Kerr deviations in the continuum spectrum introduced by these theories are larger than the observational error intrinsic to the observations. We find that dynamical Chern-Simons gravity cannot be constrained better than current bounds with current or next generation continuum spectrum observations. Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet gravity, however, may be constrained better than current bounds with next generation telescopes, as long as the systematic error inherent in the accretion disk modeling is decreased below the predicted observational error.
Introduction
The recent detections of gravitational waves from binary black hole (BH) mergers by advanced LIGO (aLIGO) [1, 2] have ushered in the era of extreme gravity tests of General Relativity (GR) [3, 4] , i.e. probes that sample the non-linear and dynamical nature of the gravitational interaction. In the coming years, these two observations will be bolstered by further gravitational wave detections from aLIGO, aVirgo, and KAGRA [5] and pulsar timing arrays (PTAs) [6] . In the meantime, electromagnetic (EM) observations of accretion disks around BHs using new X-Ray telescopes and very long baseline interferometers (VLBIs) [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] will also join the game. Unlike gravitational wave observations, EM ones do not directly probe the dynamical sector of the gravitational interaction, but instead, they detect the impact of a stationary source of strong gravity on radiation that attempts to escape from it. These observations include, but are not limited to, the continuum spectrum of BH accretion disks, the BH "shadow", and the Kα iron line emitted from BH accretion disks [9, [13] [14] [15] .
Continuum spectrum observations are of particular interest as the BH accretion disk spectrum is very sensitive to the properties of the BH spacetime. The continuum spectrum of thin disks is dominated by radiation originating near the inner radius of the accretion disk, which can be well approximated by the innermost stable circular orbit (ISCO) [12] , i.e. the last stable orbit an accretion disk (test) particle can be in before plunging into the BH. The ISCO is independent of the accretion disk properties and depends only on the properties of the BH spacetime, e.g. the BH mass M and (the magnitude of) the spin angular momentum | J|. Continuum spectrum observations are thus a useful tool for determining the properties of BHs and have been used to estimate the angular momentum of several BHs [16] .
Black hole continuum spectrum observations could allow us, at least in principle, to test the Kerr hypothesis, i.e. that all isolated, stationary, and axisymmetric astrophysical (uncharged) BHs are described by the Kerr metric [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , which is completely determined by only two parameters (the mass and the angular momentum). The Kerr metric is a solution to the Einstein equations in vacuum, but it can also be a solution in certain modified gravity theories [23] . In this sense, verifying the Kerr hypothesis is a null test of General Relativity, but it does not necessarily rule out all modified gravity models. There are, however, modified theories of gravity that introduce violations to fundamental pillars of GR, and that, in particular, do not satisfy the Kerr hypothesis. In these cases, BH continuum spectrum observations can be used to place constraints on these theories.
Two such modified gravity theories that have also been well-studied are dynamical Chern-Simons (dCS) gravity [24] and Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet (EdGB) gravity [25] . Both theories modify the Einstein-Hilbert action by introducing a dynamical scalar field that couples to a curvature invariant, the Pontryagin invariant in the case of dCS gravity and the Gauss-Bonnet invariant in the case of EdGB gravity. These theories break parity invariance in the gravitational sector and the strong equivalence principle, both of which are pillars of Einstein's theory [26] . Black holes within these theories have been studied extensively and many numerical and approximate solutions have been found, although no exact solution is known for BHs that spin arbitrarily fast [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . For the purpose of this work we will focus on a pair of purely analytic, approximate solutions, one for each theory. Both solutions are stationary and axisymmetric, and they represent a slowly-rotating BH to quadratic order in the ratio of spin angular momentum to BH mass squared [39, 40] .
An overarching goal of our research program is to determine the degree to which BH continuum spectrum observations can be used to constrain deviations from GR. A step in this direction and the primary goal of this paper is to consider constraints on dCS gravity and EdGB gravity. Both theories have been constrained with observations that are not in the extreme gravity regime [40] [41] [42] , and thus, they are not very stringent. Given that EM observations are sensitive to strong-field physics, one could expect that they may lead to much more stringent constraints, if the modified gravity effects are not overwhelmed by observational error and modeling systematics. In this paper we will investigate this topic with continuum spectrum observations using both current and next generation X-Ray telescopes.
Whether continuum spectrum observations can be used to place constraints on modified gravity will depend on whether the induced deviations in the spectrum are detectable. As a proxy for detectability, we will here require that at the very least the modified gravity deviations should be larger than any other systematic, statistical, instrumental, and environmental error in the observations. Systematic error originates from the approximate nature of the models we use to analyze the data, in particular the approximate nature of BH solutions in modified gravity and of the astrophysical models for accretion disks. The impact of using approximate, slowly-rotating BH solutions for continuum spectrum observations was studied recently [43] , with results suggesting that the systematic error introduced is negligible, provided the BH is not close to maximally rotating. The impact of using approximate accretion disk models is currently unknown, because of their complexity and the large number of proposed models. In fact, there is much debate over which model(s) best describes continuum spectrum observations in GR [44, 45] . This source of systematic error is beyond the scope of this paper. Statistical, instrumental, and environmental errors will be collectively referred to as observational errors, and they affect the accuracy to which BH properties can be estimated by roughly 10% with current X-Ray telescopes [16] ; next generation X-Ray telescopes will be able to estimate BH properties to 1% [7, 8, 46] In order to determine whether continuum spectrum observations can be used to place constraints on modified gravity, we perform a parameter estimation study in which we treat the continuum spectrum of a Kerr BH as the observation or injection and the continuum spectrum of a BH in EdGB gravity or dCS gravity as the model we fit to the injection. The parameters we estimate are the BH mass, the BH spin angular momentum, and the inclination angle, i.e. the angle between the observer's line of sight and the BH's angular momentum. The parameter estimation study is done by minimizing the relative χ 2 over all parameters. We model the observational error using errors in the parameters that are representative of current and next generation continuum spectrum observations. Since the model is different from the observation, our parameter estimation will result in biased best-fit parameters that will differ from the true parameters of the signal. Continuum spectrum observations can then be used to constrain EdGB and dCS gravity provided the difference between the biased parameter and the true parameters are larger than the observational errors.
The main results of this paper are that dCS gravity and EdGB gravity cannot be constrained better than current constraints using continuum spectrum observations with current X-Ray telescopes. Assuming a signal consistent with GR, the bias in the recovered BH parameters when analyzing the data with dCS gravity and EdGB gravity models is much smaller than the observational error with current telescopes. Using next generation telescopes, on the other hand, it may be possible to place better than current constraints on EdGB gravity, but not on dCS gravity. With a reduction in the observational error of an order of magnitude, the bias in parameter extraction with EdGB gravity models becomes significantly larger than the observational error for BHs of mass M 8M . This is not, however, the case with dCS gravity models, for which the bias in parameter extraction remains well below the observational error. This is, in part, because non-spinning BHs are still described by the Schwarzschild metric in dCS gravity, with modifications only important very close to the BH's event horizon and always proportional to the spin. These results are summarized in Table 1 . Table 1 . Table summarizing main results of this paper, i.e. whether observations of black hole continuum spectra with current and next generation X-Ray telescopes can be used to place better than current constraints on dynamical Chern-Simons gravity and Einstein-dilaton-Gauss-Bonnet gravity. A checkmark, , means better than current constraints can be placed ∀ M BH 8M , while a cross, ×, means better than current constraints cannot be placed.
As part of this investigation, we also obtain a set of secondary results. We calculate properties of EdGB and dCS gravity BH solutions that play an important role in the calculation of the spectrum, such as the conserved energy and angular momentum, the ISCO radius, and the gravitational redshift. More importantly, perhaps, we also show that test particles, i.e. particles with extremely weak selfgravity, follow geodesics in EdGB gravity, developing a proof that is similar to that employed previously in dCS gravity [47] . This proof allows one to continue to use the geodesic equation to solve for the motion of accretion disk particles in the background of a massive BH.
EdGB gravity and dCS gravity have been studied extensively in the context of testing GR [40] [41] [42] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . Our work extends previous work on BH electromagnetic observations in EdGB gravity and dCS gravity by studying the continuum spectrum of solutions in these theories that have not been studied in the past. Although a similar study had been carried out in dCS gravity before [54] , this was only to linear-order in spin. DCS modifications that are quadratic in the spin enter the diagonal components of the metric, which could in principle have a larger effect on electromagnetic observables. The continuum spectrum in EdGB gravity had not been studied before, although other electromagnetic observables had been considered, such as the black hole shadow [55] and quasi-periodic oscillations [56] . Similar results to those in this work were found in the case of quasi-periodic oscillations, namely that next generation telescopes should be able to place better than current constraints on EdGB gravity. Showing that this result holds for multiple types of electromagnetic observations adds to the scientific case of next generation telescopes.
The remainder of this paper presents the details of the calculations that led us to the above conclusions. Section 2 briefly summarizes the quadratic gravity (QG) class of modified gravity theories of which dCS gravity and EdGB gravity are a part and the BH solutions this paper studies. Section 3 presents properties of the BH solutions that are relevant to the continuum spectrum calculation. Section 4 details the continuum spectrum calculation, our statistical analysis methodology, and the results obtained. Section 5 concludes by summarizing our results and discussing implications. Throughout, we use the following conventions: the metric signature 
Quadratic Gravity and BH Solutions
The action that describes the QG class of theories is defined by a modification to the Einstein-Hilbert action containing all possible quadratic, algebraic curvature scalars with running (i.e. nonconstant) couplings [35] 
Here, g stands for the determinant of the metric g ab . R, R ab , R abcd , and * R abcd are the Ricci scalar, Ricci tensor, and the Riemann tensor and its dual, respectively, with the latter defined as * R
and ε abcd the Levi-Civita tensor. The quantity L mat is the external matter Lagrangian, ϑ is a field, f i (ϑ) are functionals of this field, (α i , β) are coupling constants, and κ = 1/(16π).
We will focus on two specific theories within QG, EdGB gravity and dCS gravity. In EdGB gravity, (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , α 4 ) = (α EdGB , −4α EdGB , α EdGB , 0) and (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 ) = (ϑ, ϑ, ϑ, 0), where α EdGB is the EdGB gravity coupling constant and ϑ is the dilaton ‡. In dCS gravity, (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , α 4 ) = (0, 0, 0, α dCS /4) and (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 ) = (0, 0, 0, ϑ), where α dCS is the dCS gravity coupling parameter and ϑ is the dCS (axion like) field. The strongest constraint on EdGB gravity comes from low-mass X-Ray binary observations, |α EdGB | < 1.9 × 10 5 cm [41] . The strongest constraint on dCS gravity comes from Solar System [42] and tabletop experiments [40] , |α dCS | < 10 13 cm. EdGB gravity, and particularly dCS gravity, should be understood as effective field theories, i.e. theories that are only valid to leading order in the coupling parameters α EdGB and α dCS . This is because one can think of them as arising through a low-energy/low-curvature expansion of some more fundamental gravity theory. For example, dCS gravity arises in the low-energy limit of heterotic superstring theory upon four-dimensional compactification [57, 58] , in loop quantum gravity when the Barbero-Immirzi parameter is coupled to matter [59] [60] [61] and effective field ‡ In EdGB gravity, the functionals of the dilaton field are actually given by (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 ) = (e ϑ , e ϑ , e ϑ , 0). For the BH solution we study in this work we assume ϑ is at the minimum of its potential, V (ϑ), and then Taylor expand about small perturbations from the minimum,
where f i (0) and f i (0) are constants. The ϑ-independent term leads to a theory with a minimally coupled field, i.e. the field does not interact with the curvature invariants. The Guass-Bonnet invariant, R GB = R 2 − 4R ab R ab + R abcd R abcd , is a topological invariant, and thus, the f i (0) term does not modify the field equations. The f i (0) term is then irrelevant and we neglect it, instead focusing on the f i (0) term, which can be modeled by letting f i (ϑ) = c i ϑ. We reabsorb the constant c i into the coupling parameter αEdGB, and then, the functionals are given by
theories of inflation [62] . Similarly, EdGB also arises in the low-energy limit of heterotic superstring theory [25, 32, 33, 63, 64] , where the scalar field is here the dilaton. In this sense then, both EdGB and dCS gravity should be considered as an approximate theory valid up to a cutoff energy scale, above which one must account for higher-order derivative operators. An approximate, effective-field-theory treatment of these theories is crucial in order to guarantee that instabilities are not non-linearly generated [65, 66] . Indeed, one can show that typical instabilities, like the Ostrogradski one, are not present when one properly treats the theory as effective [63, 67] .
Let us now consider BH solutions in these theories. In GR, the solution for an isolated, stationary, axisymmetric, and uncharged BH is the Kerr metric. The line element associated with this metric in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) is given by
Here M is the mass of the BH and a ≡ J/M is the Kerr spin parameter, where J := | J| is the magnitude of the BH spin angular momentum.
For EdGB gravity and dCS gravity we will focus on the approximate, stationary, and axisymmetric solutions that represent slowly-rotating BHs to second order in the spin [39, 40] . These solutions take the form
where g K ab is the Kerr metric and g
are the metric deformations due to EdGB gravity or dCS gravity at each order in spin and are given in Appendix A for completeness. Here χ = a/M = J/M 2 is the dimensionless spin parameter and ζ = 16πα 2 /M 4 is the dimensionless coupling parameter, where we have set β = 1.
Due to the slow-rotation and small-coupling (ζ << 1) expansions used to find these BH solutions in EdGB gravity and dCS gravity, they contain spurious features that would not appear in an exact solution. An example of such a spurious feature is that these solutions contain a divergence at r = 2M , which is unrelated to any physical property of the solutions (see e.g. [38] ). To eliminate such spurious features one can perform a resummation, i.e. replace terms in the metric that, if expanded in small rotation, would produce higher order terms in χ, such as r → Σ 1/2 K . In principle, there are an infinite number of ways to resum the metric and, since the exact solution of a rotating BH is not known in EdGB gravity and dCS gravity, it is unknown which choice of resummation is the correct one to make. For simplicity, our choice of resummation throughout this work is to treat the slowly-rotating solutions as exact, i.e. to not expand in χ and ζ when computing observables, recognizing that the results presented may be different with other choices of resummation when χ is sufficiently large. An analysis done in GR comparing the Kerr spectrum to a spectrum from a slowly-rotating expansion of Kerr suggests this choice of resummation is accurate up to χ ≈ 0.9 [43] .
Properties of the dCS and EdGB BH Solutions
BH solutions in dCS and EdGB gravity were discussed in detail in [39, 40] . We here discuss the properties of these BHs that are related to continuum spectrum observations, summarizing results from [39, 40] and presenting new results when necessary.
Test particle motion
In order to calculate the continuum spectrum of an accretion disk orbiting a black hole it is first necessary to determine the motion of test particles, i.e. massive particles with extremely weak self-gravity. In GR, test particles follow geodesics, and the same was proven to be true in dCS gravity [47] . We here prove that test particles follow geodesics in EdGB gravity.
We begin from the action of a test particle moving along a worldline x a = z a (λ), where λ parameterizes the trajectory. The action is given by [68] 
where m is the mass of the test particle and dz a /dλ is the tangent to the worldline γ. By varying S mat with respect to the metric we can find the contribution to the matter stress-energy tensor from this test particle. Using that the proper time τ is related to
dz a dλ dz b dλ and that the particle four-velocity u a = dz a /dτ obeys g ab u a u b = −1, the matter stress-energy tensor of the test particle can be written as
where g denotes the metric determinant and δ (4) is the four-dimensional Dirac density defined by
One can easily show that the divergence of T ab mat is given by
The field equations of EdGB gravity with V (ϑ) = 0 and β = 1 are given by [39] 
where
is the stress-energy tensor of the scalar field and
The scalar field equation is given by
For test particles to follow geodesics, the divergence of T mat ab must vanish, which means that the divergence of the second and third terms on the left-hand side of Eq. 8 must cancel. Taking the divergence of Eq. 8, we then find that test particles follow geodesics if
where we have used that the divergence of T ab (ϑ) is given by
Let us then evaluate the left-hand side of Eq. 12. Taking the divergence of Eq. 10 we have
Applying the Bianchi identities and the commutation of covariant derivatives gives
Using the definition of the Weyl tensor,
, we replace the Riemann tensor to get
Applying the identities
Finally, using the definition of the Weyl tensor we find that the divergence of the stress-energy tensor of the scalar field is given by
Thus, Eq. 12 is satisfied, proving that test particles must follow geodesics in EdGB gravity
Conserved Quantities
All three BH solutions considered within this work are stationary and axisymmetric, and thus, each possesses a timelike and an azimuthal Killing vector, which in turn implies the existence of two conserved quantities: the specific energy E and the zcomponent of the specific angular momentum L z . In the dCS and the EdGB cases, these Killing vectors are approximate, i.e. they solve the Killing equation to O(ζ, χ 2 ), so E and L z are also approximately conserved.
The definitions of E and L z and the normalization condition for the 4-velocity u a u a = −1 allow us to find the equations of motion for test particles. As discussed above, such particles follow geodesics of the metric in dCS gravity and EdGB gravity. From the definition of E and L z we finḋ
where the overhead dot represents a derivative with respect to the affine parameter (proper time for a massive particle). Substituting Eq. 20 into the normalization condition, we find
where we parameterize the four velocity via u a = (ṫ,ṙ,θ,φ) with overhead dots representing derivatives with respect to proper time, and where the effective potential is
Restricting attention to equatorial and circular orbits, we can obtain explicit expressions for the energy and angular momentum as a function of the metric components. Using the stability and circularity conditions V eff = 0 and ∂V eff /∂r = 0, and solving for E and L z , we find
where the angular velocity of equatorial circular geodesics is defined via
ISCO
The ISCO is the stable circular orbit that is closest to the BH event horizon. Any circular orbit inside the ISCO will thus be unstable and any test particle that finds itself there is expected to rapidly plunge and cross the event horizon. Because of this many accretion disk models assume the inner radius of the disk is exactly at the ISCO. This assumption is motivated by physical arguments, simulations, and observational evidence [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] and it could, in principle be relaxed. We, however, will retain this assumption throughout this work and leave its relaxation to future studies. Since the ISCO is a geometric property of BHs that plays a key role in the continuum spectrum of accretion disks, let us now calculate its location. The ISCO radius can be found by substituting Eq. 23 into Eq. 22, and then solving ∂ 2 V eff /∂r 2 = 0 for r. The ISCO radius for equatiorial geodesics in Kerr is
where the ∓ denotes whether the disk's angular momentum is in the same (−) or the opposite (+) direction as the BH's angular momentum. The ISCO radius in the EdGB and dCS BH solutions when treated as exact must be solved for numerically as the solutions to ∂ 2 V eff /∂r 2 = 0 are not analytically tractable. Note that, when the solutions are treated as approximate, the ISCO radius can be found analytically by expanding in χ and ζ; the difference, however, is negligible in dCS gravity and at most ∼ 2% in EdGB gravity for the ranges of χ and ζ that we consider. To remain consistent throughout this work we also compute the ISCO radius in Kerr numerically instead of using the above analytic solution, ensuring that the numerical ISCO agrees with the analytic to within our numerical error. Figure 1 shows the ISCO radius as a function of dimensionless spin χ for Kerr, the EdGB gravity solution with |α EdGB | = 1.9 × 10 5 cm, and the dCS gravity solution with |α dCS | = 2.33 × 10 5 cm, for a BH with mass M = 5M §. Observe that the ISCO location in EdGB BHs is significantly different from the ISCO in Kerr BHs, even in the non-spinning limit, while the deviation in dCS BHs is essentially negligible even at higher spins.
The amount of deviation in the ISCO radius between the Kerr solution and the solutions in EdGB gravity and dCS gravity is not an intrinsic property of the BH solutions. Non-spinning BHs in EdGB gravity are not given by the Schwarzschild metric, in contrast to non-spinning BHs in dCS gravity. Thus, the ISCO radius in the EdGB BH solution is different from GR even when χ = 0, while the ISCO radius in the dCS BH case is the same as in GR. This also means that any modifications to the ISCO radius in rotating dCS BHs must arise from spin-dependent terms in the metric, which are subdominant relative to terms independent of spin for slowly-rotating BHs. The small modification to the ISCO radius in dCS gravity is also due to our choice of coupling constant. A larger coupling would increase the deviation from Kerr, but may violate the small-coupling approximation used in finding the solution studied here.
A measurement of the ISCO radius is thus generically not able to disentangle the effects of spin and the effect of a modification to GR of the type considered here. That is, given a measurement of ISCO radius, one can always find a value of the spin that will match the ISCO radius for any value of α dCS . Since the radiation that originates mostly near the innermost radius of the disk, assumed here to be the ISCO, dominates the continuum spectrum, this in turn leads to a degeneracy between spin and coupling constant in the continuum spectrum observation. Without a second, independent measurement of the spin it is not possible to test GR and constrain modified theories of gravity with continuum spectrum observations alone.
Gravitational Redshift
The gravitational redshift is a quantity that describes how much the frequency of photons changes as they travel out of the BH potential. We can define this quantity § A choice of larger EdGB coupling would have led to a larger deviation from GR in the ISCO radius, but this is already ruled out by observations. We here focus on how well continuum spectrum observations can place constraints relative to current constraints [41] , so our choice of αEdGB saturates the latter. Similarly, a choice of smaller dCS coupling would have led to a smaller deviation from GR, with the deviation vanishing for non-spinning BHs. Our choice of αdCS maximizes the deviation without violating the small-coupling approximation used to find the dCS BH solution. The current constraint on αdCS violates the small-coupling approximation for all BH masses studied in this work. 
where p a is the four-momentum of a photon traveling from the emitting material to the observer, and u a o and u a e are the four-velocities of the observer and the emitting material, respectively.
Let us now detail how to compute this redshift quantity explicitly in terms of components of the metric tensor by first focusing on the photon's four-momentum. The BH solutions we study are stationary and axisymmetric, so they are independent of the t and φ coordinates. Thus, the corresponding components of the four-momentum are conserved and we can write
Let us now focus on the four-velocities of the observer and the emitting material. If we treat the observer as static, then u 
to enforce the timelike normalization condition.
With these quantities computed, we can now explicitly solve for the redshift factor. The numerator of Eq. 29 is simply (p a u a ) o = −E, while the denominator is (p a u a ) e = −Eu t e + u t e ΩL z , yielding the redshift factor
where ξ = L z /E. The redshift factor depends on the ratio of the angular momentum and the energy, which although conserved are not directly measurable. We can recast the redshift factor, however, in terms of celestial coordinates α and β as follows. First, we place the observer at spatial infinity (r = +∞) at an inclination angle ι between the observer's line of sight and the BH's angular momentum. We then define (α, β) as the Cartesian coordinates on the observer's plane of the sky, as measured from the observer's line of sight, i.e. measured in directions perpendicular and parallel to the rotation axis of the BH when projected onto the observer's plane of the sky, respectively. At large spatial distances, and using the fact that the BH metrics are asymptotically flat, the celestial coordinate α is given by
Neglecting light-bending , α can also be written as α = r cos φ where φ = 0 is along the line of nodes, where the disk intersects the observer's plane of the sky. Then, solving for ξ one finds ξ = −r cos φ sin ι, and thus the redshift factor can be written as
This expression depends only on the metric components, the angle φ and the material's angular velocity.
Continuum Spectrum in dCS and EdGB BHs
We use the Novikov-Thorne accretion disk model [74] , the standard general relativistic model for geometrically-thin and optically-thin accretion disks. The model assumes the disk is in the equatorial plane of the BH and the disk particles move on nearly geodesic circular orbits, i.e. geodesics except for a small radial momentum. With these assumptions, two of the equations that describe the time-averaged radial structure of the disk and are that are used for calculating the continuum spectrum arė
whereṀ and F are the time-averaged mass accretion rate and radially-dependent energy flux, respectively. In these equations, Σ(r) is the surface density, u r is the There is no reason to assume the effect of light-bending is negligible compared to other relativistic effects, but incorporating its effects would require a general relativistic ray-tracing code and this is beyond the scope of this work.
radial four-velocity of the disk particles, g is the determinant of the metric in the near equatorial plane in cylindrical coordinates, and the function f (r) is defined by
Here r in is the inner radius of the accretion disk, which we choose to be the location of the ISCO. The accretion rateṀ can be rewritten asṀ = L bol /η, where L bol is the bolometric luminosity and η is the radiative efficiency, the efficiency of conversion between rest-mass and EM energy. The radiative efficiency can be written as η = 1 − E(r ISCO ), by assuming the energy radiated by a particle falling into a BH is approximately equal to the binding energy of the ISCO [75] . The accretion rate is then given byṀ
and the radial energy flux of Eq. 37 can be rewritten as
Assuming the disk is in thermal equilibrium and modeling the radiation emitted by the disk as a black-body, we can compute its luminosity. This quantity is nothing but the integral of the spectral radiance given by Planck's law over the extent of the disk, namely
where g is the redshift found in Eq. 35, h is the Planck constant, k B is the Boltzmann constant, ν is the observed frequency, r out is the outer radius of the disk, and we have here restored the speed of light c. The quantity T (r) is the temperature of the disk, which can be related to the radial energy flux using the Stefan-Boltzmann law
where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The main observable we will be concerned with is the accretion disk luminosity, which as we can see depends on the metric in various ways. The luminosity L(ν) is given by Eq. 41, which depends on the metric via the determinant factor in its integrand, the ISCO in the limits of integration, and also through the temperature T (r). The latter is given in terms of the radial energy flux in Eq. 42, while the energy flux is given in Eq. 40. This flux clearly depends on the metric through its associated conserved quantities E and L z , as well as the angular velocity Ω of test particles in a circular orbit. It stands to reason, then, that if the metric changes, for example if modified gravity theories do not allow the Kerr metric as a solution for BH spacetimes, then the luminosity of its associated accretion disk will also change.
Method
We wish to determine whether better-than-current constraints can be placed on EdGB gravity and dCS gravity using current and next generation continuum spectrum observations. Following the same prescription as [43] , let us assume that the Kerr metric is the correct description of a BH spacetime and that the associated spectrum is our observation. We shall refer to the Kerr spectrum observation as the injected synthetic signal or injection for short. Further, we use the spectrum calculated with the EdGB gravity or dCS gravity metrics as our model and fit it to the injection.
When constructing both the injections and the models, the spectrum is calculated using Eq. 41, as explained in the previous subsection. The integrals are numerically evaluated using Simpson's rule with step sizes chosen to ensure numerical error is small. For the energy flux integration, we choose a radial step size of δr = 0.1M , with a much smaller step size of δr = 10 −4 M for r ≤ r ISCO + 2.5M , as the energy flux changes rapidly near the ISCO radius. For the luminosity integration, we choose step sizes of δr = M and δφ = 0.1. A lengthy numerical investigation was performed to guarantee the numerical error is under control with these choices of step sizes.
The parameters of the spectrum model outlined in Sec. 4 are λ = (M, χ, ι, F bol ), i.e. the BH mass, its dimensionless spin χ = a/M , the inclination angle, and the bolometric luminosity, respectively. The latter, F bol , should in principle be extracted from observations, but since we wish to focus on the impact of modified BH solutions rather than the properties of the accretion disk itself, we will fix L bol = 1.2572 × 10 36 erg/s. This luminosity is also equal to 10% of the Eddington luminosity, L Edd = 1.2572 × 10 38 (M/M )erg/s for a 1M object. This leaves the mass m, the spin χ, and the inclination angle ι as the parameters of the spectrum model, for all of which we choose a flat prior over the following ranges. For the mass and inclination angle, we choose ranges that are representative of current BH continuum spectrum observations: 6M ≤ M ≤ 19M and 10
• ≤ ι ≤ 80
• . The spin range is limited by the region of validity for the slow-rotating EdGB gravity and dCS gravity solutions. For EdGB gravity we use the range −0.6 ≤ χ ≤ 0.6 [39] and for dCS gravity we use the range −0.7 ≤ χ ≤ 0.7 [76] .
As we wish to compare the projected constraints we will obtain against current constraints on EdGB gravity and dCS gravity we fix the coupling constant α in each model, thus not including it as a parameter of the model. In the case of EdGB gravity we choose |α EdGB | = 1.9 × 10 5 cm, which saturates the current constraint [41] . For dCS gravity we choose |α dCS | = 2.33×10 5 cm, which gives a dimensionless coupling of ζ = 0.5 for BH mass M = 5M , the smallest mass, and thus, the largest dimensionless coupling, used in our analysis. For coupling values larger than this, the small-coupling approximation used to construct the dCS BH solution would be violated. In both dCS gravity and EdGB gravity, using a smaller coupling parameter would lead to a smaller deviation from GR, but as we are comparing against current constraints we choose values that maximize the deviation.
We estimate parameters in the model by minimizing the relative χ 2 over all parameters. The reduced χ 2 is defined as
where the summation is over N sampling frequencies ν i ∈ (10 15 , 10 18 )Hz wth 10 samples per decade spaced logarithmically. This sampling choice is representative of that made in the observed spectra of BHs with estimated spins [72, 72, [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] . The quantity L QG (ν, M, χ, ι) is the spectrum model, which depends on the frequency ν and the model parameters (M, χ, ι), while L K (ν, M * , χ * , ι * ) is the injection, which depends on the frequency and the injected parameters (M * , χ * , ι * ). The values of model parameters that minimize the reduced χ 2 are the best-fit model parameters. We model the standard deviation of the distribution, σ, via
where M * , χ * , and ι * are the injected mass, spin, and inclination angle of the Kerr spectrum, respectively. The quantities δM, δχ, and δι serve as a way to represent the observational error in the observations. When considering the ability of current telescopes to place constraints on modified gravity, we choose (δM, δχ, δι) = (1M , 0.1, 1
• ), which is comparable to or better than the error in current BH mass, spin, and inclination angle measurements for BHs in which the spins were measured using continuum spectrum observations [16] . When considering the ability of next generation telescopes to place constraints on modified theories, we reduce the observational error in the spin parameter by an order of magnitude, i.e. δχ = 0.01 [7, 8, 46 ].
Results
We first wish to determine if better-than-current constraints can be placed on modified gravity theories with continuum spectrum observations using current telescopes. To do so we define the weighted deviation ∆ A = |A * − A|/σ A where A = [M, χ, ι], i.e. the difference between the value of the injected parameter and the value of the best fit parameter weighted by the error in that parameter. When ∆ A > 1, we expect the deviation in the continuum spectrum due to the modified gravity solution to be in principle detectable, i.e. larger than the observational error, and the modified theory may be constrained. However, if ∆ A < 1 the deviation in the continuum spectrum is not detectable (not even in principle) and the modified theory cannot be constrained. Figure 2 shows the weighted deviation for spin as a function of injected mass when averaged over the injected spin and inclination angle for EdGB gravity with current telescopes. The weighted deviation for mass and inclination angle, as well as that for mass as a function of injected spin and inclination angle, are approximately zero in the entire range explored, so we do not show them here. Although the weighted deviation is below unity for all parameters, and thus, the deviation due to EdGB gravity is not detectable, the spin weighted deviation does increase as the BH mass decreases. This occurs because the deviation from GR is proportional to the dimensionless coupling ζ, which goes as 1/M 4 , thus deviations are larger in smaller mass BHs. The weighted deviations for dCS gravity is also approximately zero, but for the full range of injected masses, spins, and inclination angles we considered. This means the deviation in the metric due to dCS gravity is not detectable with current telescopes at all. The deviation is so small in this case because Schwarzschild is already a solution in dCS gravity, and thus, the non-spinning part of the BH solution is not modified.
Let us now consider constraints one can place on modified gravity with next generation X-Ray telescopes. The results for dCS gravity are similar to those for current telescopes; the weighted deviations for mass, spin, and inclination angle are all approximately zero for the full range of injected masses, spins, and inclination angles considered. Thus, even with next generation telescopes, dCS gravity cannot be better constrained using these observations. In the EdGB case, however, the situation is slightly different. Figure 2 shows the weighted deviation for spin as a function of injected mass for EdGB gravity; all other weighted deviations remain below unity, and we thus do not show them here. As the weighted deviation for spin is significantly above 1 for low BH mass, next generation telescopes may be able to place better-thancurrent constraints on the EdGB gravity coupling constant with continuum spectrum observations of BHs provided M 8M . As explained previously, deviations from GR are larger for smaller mass BHs because the deviations are proportional to 1/M 4 . and not detectable (< 1), i.e. being able to place a constraint or not place a constraint on a modified theory, respectively.
Discussion
We have studied whether it is possible to place better-than-current constraints on coupling constants in modified gravity theories using BH continuum spectrum observations with both current and next generation X-Ray telescopes. We focused on EdGB gravity and dCS gravity, two theories within the broader class of quadratic gravity theories, as examples of well-motivated modified theories. The BHs were modeled using approximate solutions in EdGB gravity and dCS gravity that are quadratic in the angular momentum and linear in the coupling. We have found that dCS gravity cannot be constrained using continuum spectrum observations, both with current and next generation telescopes, as the modifications in the spectrum are much smaller than the sensitivity of the telescopes. In the EdGB gravity case, however, we find that although current telescopes cannot place better-than-current constraints on the coupling, next generation telescopes will be able to do so provided the BHs observed have a sufficiently small mass.
While our results show that the deviation due to EdGB gravity in the spin parameter extracted from the continuum spectrum is larger than the sensitivity of next generation telescopes, to actually place constraints on α EdGB a second, independent measurement of the spin parameter is required to break the degeneracy between the spin and the modified theory. Possible independent measurements include the Kα iron line emitted from accretion disks [15] or quasi-periodic oscillations observed in accretion disks [83] . An interesting extension of our work would be to determine if a constraint could still be placed on EdGB gravity with next generation telescopes when a second independent measurement, and the error associated with it, is taken into account.
Our analysis assumes the accretion disk and continuum spectrum are well understood and well modeled, i.e. the systematic error due to our lack of understanding of accretion disk physics is negligible. In reality this is currently not the case as there are numerous accretion disk models, analytic and numerical, that include different assumptions about the initial conditions and physics involved, and current observations of accretion disks are not able to distinguish between all the models [44, 84, 85] . The systematic error due to accretion disk model uncertainty is generally estimated to be on the order of the current observational error in continuum spectrum observations, i.e. ∼ 10% error in the accuracy to which BH properties can be estimated [16] . Before constraints can be placed on modified gravity theories using continuum spectrum observations with next generation telescopes, as our analysis suggests is possible, the systematic error in the model must be brought down to similar levels as the observational error, i.e. ∼ 1% error in the recovered BH parameters.
The approximate BH solutions in EdGB gravity and dCS gravity we studied in this work are of quadratic order in the spin angular momentum and linear order in the dimensionless coupling constant. Repeating the analysis done here with solutions that include higher orders in spin would allow this work to be extended to BHs with higher spins, eventually approaching the maximal spin limit. An extension of this sort that includes higher order in spin effects is particularly important for dCS gravity as the modifications to GR from dCS gravity are only present for rotating BHs. For EdGB gravity a solution that is fifth order in the spin and seventh order in the coupling parameter α EdGB was found in [86] , and can be used to extend the work in this paper. For dCS gravity a higher order solution has not yet been found.
Other extensions of our work could be to relax some of the other assumptions that were made, in turn further verifying our conclusions. The effect of light-bending was neglected and could be taken into account with a ray-tracing algorithm. The assumption that the inner radius of the accretion disk is at the ISCO is an important one, but it is not necessarily correct. The Novikov-Thorne model is a simple accretion disk model and real accretion disks are almost certainly more complex. Other accretion disk models with varying inner radii could be used to determine whether our results are independent of accretion disk model.
